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North Queensland Regional
Economic Development Plan
2014-2031

NQ2031 is an initiative of the Regional Economic
Development sub-committee of the North Queensland
Regional Organisation of Councils (RED-ROC). This highlevel committee was instigated to foster a greater level
of regional unity and collaboration to drive economic
development in North Queensland between the
City of Townsville, Charters Towers Regional
Council, Burdekin Shire Council, Hinchinbrook
Shire Council and Palm Island Aboriginal
Shire Council.

NORTH
QUEENSLAND

Hinchinbrook
Palm Island
Townsville
Burdekin

Charters Towers

Membership of RED-ROC includes: the five Local Governments, Chambers of Commerce from each of these
Local Government Areas; Townsville Enterprise Limited, Regional Development Australia Townsville and North
West Queensland Incorporated; Queensland Departments of State Development Infrastructure and Planning;
Transport and Main Roads; Local Government, Community Recovery and Resilience and the Australian Government
Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development.
NQ2031 has been developed using a research-intensive and consultative methodology. The complementary
planning document, North Queensland Economic and Infrastructure Framework (NQEIF) has informed the final
project priorities presented within NQ2031. The NQEIF encompassed both an economic baseline study and an
infrastructure baseline analysis to inform the identification of the region’s opportunities and challenges.
The final list of projects featured within this plan is not exhaustive. They represent those identified by RED-ROC as
project priorities aligned to the current resources available to the region. The projects are intended to be ambitious
but achievable and are intended to be reviewed annually to reassess priorities against available resources and
changing economic and political circumstances.
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Regional Vision
“In the period to 2031, North
Queensland will experience
sustainable economic and population
growth, becoming a nationally
competitive and diversified economy
and a preferred lifestyle choice for
visitors and skilled workers”

Strategic Regional Goals
The Strategic Regional Goals guiding the implementation of the NQ2031 vision are:
• Infrastructure to drive population and economic growth
• Innovation and developing new industries
• Ensuring a strong and unified regional profile to maximise investment
• Building the capabilities of our people in terms of skills and employment
• Maintaining our great North Queensland lifestyle
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Strategic Context
Palm Island Community Company photographer Cameron Laird

The importance of North Queensland in the national context is evidenced by the current Australian Government’s
focus on developing a national policy on Northern Australia. A Parliament of Australia Joint Select Committee
was established in December 2013 to propose policies for developing Northern Australia with specific reference
to a number of issues that directly relate to NQ2031. The five specific industries to be examined by the Joint
Select Committee are minerals, energy, agriculture, tourism, and defence. As shown in the Key Regional Themes
and projects identified in this report, all five specific industries have been identified as important drivers of
development in North Queensland.
Similarly, there is a high degree of correspondence between the work being undertaken for NQ2031 and for
the Northern Australia policy regarding proposals to “enhance trade and other investment links with the AsiaPacific; … identify the critical economic and social infrastructure needed to support the long term growth of the
region, and ways to support planning and investment in that infrastructure” (Joint Select Committee on Northern
Australia Terms of Reference). The work emanating from NQ2031 also addresses trade and investment linkages
with the Asia-Pacific region, and identifies important economic and social infrastructure needs to promote regional
development in North Queensland.
Accordingly, the issues relating to economic development identified in NQ2031 show a high degree of compatibility
with those being addressed in the Northern Australia policy development process.
At the state level, highly relevant work is being undertaken for the Queensland Plan. The working draft of the
Queensland Plan was released in December 2013 inviting public comment on developing a 30 year vision for
Queensland. Nine foundation areas are identified in the working draft and those that most directly relate to
NQ2031 include a vision for regions, the economy and infrastructure. The target relating to regions is that by 2044
“Half of Queensland’s population lives outside of South East Queensland” and one means for achieving this
ambitious target is that “Our regions are attractive and appealing growth hubs for business and industry” and also
by leading the Asian region in “food production and crop diversification.” For the economy, “forging diversity and
prosperity” is envisaged with a focus on resilience, maximising opportunities with Asia, and developing centres of
excellence for training, innovation and employment. To achieve the target for infrastructure, emphasis is on longterm planning, resilience, innovation, and efficiency.
It is pleasing to note the high correspondence between these aspirations in the Queensland Plan and those
identified in NQ2031. One of our Key Regional Themes specifically envisions North Queensland as a Commercial
Hub for Northern Australia and the Asia Pacific addressing growth hubs and linkages with Asia featured in the
Queensland Plan. The Growing Agriculture Key Regional Theme positions North Queensland to assist in meeting
Queensland’s goals relating to diversified food production. Our Energy Resilience Key Regional Theme similarly
connects directly to the state plan, along with the NQ2031 focus on efficiency and innovation in energy. The
NQ2031 advocacy of centres of excellence within the Building a Knowledge and Services Economy Key Regional
Theme dovetails well with the centres of excellence proposed in the Queensland Plan.
Taken as a whole, the Key Regional Themes outlined in the following sections will make a strong contribution to
achieving the vision and targets identified in the Queensland Plan at the state level, and are closely interwoven
with the focus of the Northern Australia policy development at the national level.
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Key Regional Themes
Five Key Regional Themes were developed in consultation with key stakeholders to prioritise regional projects.
These themes and projects were refined in conjunction with key stakeholders who engaged in a workshop to test
the robustness of the themes and then identify and prioritise the proposed projects within the overarching themes.
The projects were then developed further and proponents from key stakeholders in the region presented these
proposed projects to RED-ROC for further scrutiny. Finally, following extensive stakeholder engagement, five Key
Regional Themes were identified as the critically important drivers of development for the region:

• Growing Agriculture
• Unlocking Resources Wealth
• Energy Resilience
• Commercial Hub for Northern Australia and the Asia Pacific
• Building a Knowledge and Services Economy
North Queensland is well placed to take advantage of these five Key Regional Themes to help drive development
toward 2031. Consequently, within each of the five Key Regional Themes important development opportunities
have been identified to promote growth in the region across agriculture, resource supply chains, the energy sector
and building a hub for Northern Australia and the knowledge economy. These opportunities range from expanding
and diversifying irrigated cropping, driving efficiency within strategic resource supply chains, meeting the
challenge of securing affordable energy for the region, to positioning Townsville as a commercial hub, and taking
advantage of the region’s expertise in education, technology and health to establish knowledge-based centres of
innovation.
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Growing Agriculture
North Queensland has a tremendous opportunity to build on its established comparative strengths in agriculture.
This strength has been built on the back of the key natural resource assets of fertile soils, abundant sunlight and
ample water. Sugar cane and cattle dominate the area of land under production in North Queensland and these
industries are supported by strong supply chains and key infrastructure in place (mills, abattoir and port facilities).
Investment opportunities exist for new generation processing facilities (mills and abattoirs) and for further
diversification into the production and processing of alternative crops.
There are opportunities to significantly expand and diversify irrigated cropping in the region. Existing
infrastructure and conditions have supported a substantial level of cattle grazing and cropping within the
Burdekin catchment. However if further work is undertaken in relation to land availability, water infrastructure
and policy, and soil suitability, then output could be significantly enhanced for expanded and diversified cropping
(including in horticulture, grains and fibre). The potential for irrigated agriculture further west (outside of the
North Queensland region) in the Flinders River Agricultural precinct may also present opportunities for the region.
Building on the existing capacity, proximity to the Port of Townsville and current supply chain processes could
result in a diversified agribusiness economy for the region.

Project

Actions

Key Stakeholders

Better utilisation of land and water
resources to underpin agricultural
sector growth

Identify future water demand,
competing industry uses and future
infrastructure requirements to
underpin agricultural growth (e.g.
Burdekin catchment)

Department of Energy and Water
Supply (DEWS), Department of
Natural Resources and Mines
(DNRM), Department of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF),
DSDIP, TEL, Industry

Enhance access to and utilisation
of productive agricultural land
including the development of new
agricultural precincts

DNRM, DSDIP, DAFF, Industry

Tailor research development and
extensions to the needs of the
region’s agricultural production
sectors

DAFF, CSIRO, James Cook University,
Rural Research & Development
Corporations (RRDC), University of
Queensland, DSDIP, Industry
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Unlocking Resources Wealth
World class minerals and coal resource regions are located in close proximity to North Queensland. The North West
Minerals Province is Australia’s largest producer of lead, silver and zinc, and it ranks second in national copper
production. There are substantial deposits of other important minerals such as gold, phosphate, rare earths and
other industrial minerals. The nearby Galilee Basin has vast thermal coal resource deposits and major projects are
currently under development including the Alpha, Carmichael, China First, Kevin’s Corner and China Stone projects.
Additional projects are also being progressed in the Northern Galilee near Hughenden and Pentland.
North Queensland is well placed to capitalise on opportunities associated with these major resource provinces
and projects. There are at least three ways that North Queensland can contribute to unlocking the resource wealth
in the broader region:
1. Providing the rail, road and port transport network to supply and extract resources from the regions
2. Adding value to the resource projects and expanding employment opportunities through local suppliers to the
major resource corporations
3. Positioning the region as a training hub for resource companies
Important work is being undertaken to analyse and recommend improvements to increase the efficiency of the
Mount Isa to Townsville transport network through the North Queensland Resources Supply Chain (NQRSC)
Steering Committee. There are three components of the NQRSC study: a demand model, an infrastructure
capacity audit and analysis of supply chain coordination. Within existing capacity there are opportunities for
North Queensland to enhance its role in the resources freight task. Additional opportunities can also be realised if
efficiencies identified in the NQRSC studies are implemented.

Project

Actions

Key Stakeholders

De-risk future resource sector
investment through enhanced
coordination of regional supply
chains

Identify, leverage and promote
supply chain opportunities from
major resource projects (e.g. Galilee
Basin) including the recognition
of North Queensland as a supply/
training hub for the resource sector

TEL, MITEZ, DSDIP, Industry
Capability Network, Local
Governments, Chambers of
Commerce, Industry

Support the implementation of
agreed recommendations from
the North Queensland Resources
Supply Chain (NQRSC) studies

Port of Townsville Limited (PoTL),
Queensland Rail (QR), DSDIP,
MITEZ, Industry
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Energy Resilience
There are two sides to the energy market equation: supply and demand. The first project in the Energy Resilience
theme focuses on the supply side and promotes the establishment of regionally based energy generation. The
second project in this theme concentrates on the demand side and promotes innovative approaches to managing
demand.
Energy is central to the economy of North Queensland. Access to secure, reliable and cost-effective electricity
underpins the competitiveness and profitability of businesses both large and small and the wellbeing and lifestyle
of communities. North Queensland is faced with unique challenges in relation to energy. Currently, the delivered
price of electricity to Townsville and North Queensland is higher than other industrial centres in Queensland due
to transmission losses and charges from generators located in Central Queensland. Regionally based electricity
generation will help secure North Queensland’s energy needs for the next 20 years and beyond.
On the demand side, innovative approaches can be employed to manage energy usage by adopting innovative
technologies and management practices. The region can draw on demand management, integrated smart
grid, storage and other efficiency technologies and financing models to improve energy utilisation. Developing
expertise in efficient energy utilisation and integrating renewable energy solutions can drive energy sector
innovation across the region.

Project

Actions

Key Stakeholders

Regionally based energy generation

Enhance energy supply by
supporting the delivery of new
energy generation projects located
within North Queensland (baseload, alternative, remote)

TEL, DSDIP, DEWS, Local
Governments, Industry

Energy resilience through
distributed generation, demand
management and efficiency
initiatives

Leverage opportunities to manage
demand through integrated smart
grid, demand management and
other efficiency technologies to
stimulate energy sector innovation
across the region (efficiency,
generation, financing models,
demand management)

Ergon Energy, Local Governments,
DSDIP, Industry
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Commercial Hub for Northern
Australia and the Asia Pacific
Townsville already serves as an important urban regional hub within Queensland. Outstanding opportunities are
available to enhance the region’s position as a commercial hub that is well integrated with the broader Asia Pacific
region.
The development of a destination brand to clearly identify tourism and events will position Townsville and North
Queensland as a destination of choice for Queensland, national and international visitors. The Integrated Sports
and Entertainment Centre will complement the tourism and events standing of the region and also serve as a
catalyst project with benefits in terms of contribution to the local economy and quality of life for residents.
The existing integrated transport network will be used as a platform to create an expanded commercial and
trade hub capitalising on an ambitious program of expansion through: developing the Townsville Eastern Access
Rail Corridor, activating the Townsville State Development Area, major expansion of the port channel and berth
capacity, and improving the position of Townsville Airport for international air access and as a services hub.
The expanded commercial hub will also benefit from the synergies derived from the major contribution that the
defence services provide to the local economy.

Project

Actions

Key Stakeholders

Establish North Queensland as a
tourism and events destination of
choice

Implement the North Queensland/
Townsville Destination Tourism Plan

TEL, DSDIP, TEQ, local governments,
Local Tourism Organisations,
Queensland Airports Limited (QAL),
Industry

Execute tourism brand usage for
North Queensland and investigate
brand use across sectors

TEL, Tourism and Events
Queensland, local governments,
Industry

Progress delivery of an Integrated
Sports and Entertainment Centre in
Townsville CBD precinct

Townsville City Council, TEL

Develop a regional events strategy
to maximise visitation and
expenditure from events across the
region

TEL, Local Governments

Development of the Townsville
Eastern Access Rail Corridor

PoTL, DSDIP,
Queensland Rail, Local
governments, Industry

Townsville, North Queensland Northern Australia’s Transport Link
to the World

Activate the Townsville State
Development Area
Expansion of port channel and berth
capacity

Position Townsville Airport as an
QAL, TEL, Industry
international air access and aviation
services hub
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Building a Knowledge
and Services Economy
The drivers of job creation in the modern global economy are changing. Business, education, economies and
society will not be immune to the globalisation of the economy forced by technology. The pace of change is likely
to steeply accelerate. For Northern Queensland, this will present opportunities and challenges requiring the region
to be adaptable, smart and adroit, to capitalise upon its natural advantages.
North Queensland has world class higher education providers and the best of the world’s minds and teaching
available online. The NBN satellite and fixed wireless will give ubiquitous, low-cost access to bandwidth. The
region has some smart businesses and services, and a small core group of skilled people that have the capacity to
support the region’s transition into the global knowledge economy.
The region’s students and young people will be at the forefront of this technological revolution. They will need to
engage in an innovation culture and learn to connect with business and industry, to find creative solutions to the
unique issues facing the development of Northern Australia, all within a commercial framework.
Key initiatives such as the Tropical Knowledge and Innovation Centre (TKIC), a Public-Private-Partnership on the
JCU campus are designed to bring undergraduate students, industry hubs and a focused data centre together to
support the creation of new generation products and services for the tropics. Similarly, Hub Tropics is an initiative
of the Townsville Chamber of Commerce that could provide both a physical and virtual place where real life
business challenges can be collaboratively solved with technology creators without fear of failure. In the health
sector, the realisation of an Academic Health Science Centre (ASHC) integrating healthcare, research, and health
workforce training will ensure North Queensland is at the forefront in focusing upon the needs and health risks
that are important to the region, and ensure that the region’s health stakeholders are part of a globally recognised
enterprise for delivering health services in tropical environments.

Project

Actions

Key Stakeholders

Establish the region as a
knowledge and innovation centre of
excellence

Develop a regional strategy to
inspire an innovation culture

JCU, TEL, RDA, industry, Broadband
for the Tropics Committee

Establish a Tropical Knowledge and
Innovation Centre (TKIC) including
industry uptake of cloud computing
facilities

TEL, JCU, Townsville City Council,
Townsville ICT Business Network.
Industry

Establish a technology and
innovation hub to drive
entrepreneurship and creative
commercial collaboration

Townsville Chamber of Commerce,
TEL, DSDIP, Townsville Business
Development Centre, Industry

Establish an Australian Tropical
Academic Health Centre

JCU, Regional Health and Hospital
Boards, Medicare Local, regional
private hospitals, other health
service providers
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Industry Enablers
A range of industry enablers have been identified that are cross-sectoral and will likely underpin the success
of other project opportunities. Three priority areas have been identified as enablers for realising the region’s
economic growth opportunities: skilling and workforce development, trade and investment, and supply chain
capability and industry development. These enablers will play an important role in assisting with the delivery of
the priority projects and obtaining maximum benefits from the projects across the North Queensland region.

Skilling and Workforce Development
A skilled and educated workforce will be a pivotal enabler for meeting the key priorities identified within the
NQ2031 plan. There are two significant factors in developing the regions workforce: 1. education and training
programs need to be responsive and evolve to meet emerging needs; and 2. young people in particular need
exposure to current and emerging career options. A four pronged strategy has been developed to leverage the
resources of RED-ROC and its membership to enhance existing initiatives in place across the region.

Project

Actions

Key Stakeholders

Future Skills for North Queensland

Industry intelligence on emerging
regional skilling requirements

Department of Employment (DoE),
Department of Education, Training
and Employment (DETE), TEL,
DSDIP, Chambers of Commerce,
Local Government, Industry

Targeted skilling projects to priority
industry or community sectors
Piloting workforce development
activities with RED-ROC
membership (e.g. Councils)
Attracting key skills into the region
to stimulate priority sectors
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Industry Enablers
Trade and Investment
Asia is the most populated region in the world and the future home to the majority of the world’s middle class.
Meeting the demand from Asia and the rising middle class will be a major driver of global economic growth. North
Queensland can capitalise on this economic growth by securing greater access to foreign capital and expanded
trading opportunities for local businesses. Businesses must continue to develop products, services and expertise
that are valued in Asia and other markets by innovating and understanding the diversity in demand, conditions and
customs.
International companies are also seeking opportunities in North Queensland. For local proponents this requires
an awareness of international business protocols and being investment ready in order to maximise the value of
available investor matching services. By doing this, North Queensland will attract foreign capital to new projects in
the region. There is strong competition around the world to attract overseas capital and some of our international
competitors have a lower cost base than in Australia. By providing the conditions for industry to develop
compelling business cases for investment opportunities, significant new investment can be attracted to North
Queensland.

Project

Actions

Key Stakeholders

Project 168 (Forever prosperous) Trade and Investment with Asia

Support to businesses to engage in
Asian markets

Trade and Investment Queensland
(TIQ), DSDIP, TEL, PoTL, QAL, Local
Governments, JCU, Chambers of
Commerce, AusTrade, Industry

Investment attraction
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Industry Enablers
Supply Chain Capability and
Industry Development
Ensuring North Queensland’s continued economic growth will require the region to adapt its economy to
ensure continuing relevance within the global exchange of goods and services. Maintaining a supply chain
capability and industry development focus will be an essential tool to ensure that the region is able to make the
necessary industry transitions brought about by global market pressures. Continued economic modeling and
industry mapping will help to identify emerging trends to inform strategic interventions to capitalise upon new
opportunities and to address key challenges. Expanding supply chain capabilities has direct implications for
unlocking the potential of the resource industry, as has been shown above, however there are also major benefits
to be derived from enhancing supply chain capabilities across the major industry sectors in North Queensland.
By identifying and supporting industry sectors with considerable growth potential such as food processing,
resources, energy and defence, the region can take the necessary steps (addressing skill gaps, appropriate land
use planning, infrastructure needs) to enable industry transition and growth.

Project

Actions

Key Stakeholders

Ensuring industrial and economic
capacity supports growth and
diversification

Identify growth and diversification
opportunities for a range of
industries including:
• Food processing
• Resource sector
• Energy
• Defence

DSDIP, DAFF, TEL, Local
Governments, Industry
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Regional Monitoring and Review
The North Queensland Economic Plan 2014 to 2031 will be largely implemented through individual agencies and
organisations using existing frameworks. RED-ROC will provide an overarching monitoring and review role and
can be utilised by agencies or working groups to elevate issues of significance or as a reference group to leverage
support for resources.
RED-ROC will be seeking six-monthly updates of all projects with a full annual review of all projects.
Whilst most members of RED-ROC will have an interest and potential involvement in all projects, some members
have identified specific projects to champion. The project champion provides no formal delegated authority to
the nominated project. It provides, however, the nominated project champion with an opportunity to develop and
maintain a heightened level of knowledge and leadership across the region in relation to allocated projects.
Successful regional economic development depends on the community clearly developing a shared vision for the
future and identifying overarching regional development themes and specific projects to unite and benefit industry
and the community. The projects identified in this plan are intentionally ambitious and represent a genuine
attempt to look over the horizon, anticipate future needs, and begin the process of building a prosperous future for
North Queensland.
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Acronym

Full name

DAFF		
DETE		
DEWS		
DNRM		
DoE		
DSDIP		
JCU		
MITEZ		
NQ 2031		
NQEIF		
PoTL		
QAL		
QR		
RDA		
RED-ROC		
RRDC		
TEL		

Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
Department of Education, Training and Employment
Department of Energy and Water Supply
Department of Natural Resources and Mines
Department of Employment
Department of State Development Infrastructure and Planning
James Cook University
Mount Isa to Townsville Economic Development Zone
North Queensland Regional Economic Development Plan 2014-2031
North Queensland Economic and Infrastructure Framework
Port of Townsville Limited
Queensland Airports Limited
Queensland Rail
Regional Development Australia
Regional Economic Development sub-committee of the North Queensland Regional Organisation of Councils
Rural Research & Development Corporations
Townsville Enterprise Limited

RED-ROC members:

